
Year 1 English: Grammar, Reading, Writing and Spellings      W/B 6th July 2020 
 

We are uploading videos of us reading stories to the school website: 
https://www.stanleyroad.worcs.sch.uk/year-1-reading/ We hope you enjoy them! 

Please email sr.y1homelearning@perryhallmat.co.uk if you have any questions or to share pictures of work with us! 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Part 1: Grammar/ Phonics/Word Level Work 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Question or 
statement? 

Look at these sentences 
and decide if they need 
a ? or a . at the end. 

 

What is your 
name 
 
I am six years 
old 
 
Where is the 
book  
 
The sun is 
shining 

Suffix ‘ing’ 
Add the suffix ‘ing’ to 
these words to make 

verbs that are happening 
now- present tense. 

  

wish 
play 
jump 
call 

stand 
row 

 
Play a game- you act out the 
verb and someone guesses 
which verb you are acting- 

Eg: they say ‘You are 
jumping’ 

Phonics 
The sound /ur/  can also 

be written ‘ir’. 
 

ur- turn 
ir – bird 

 
Find other words with 
the /ur/ sound and sort 

them into groups by 
their spelling. 

 
Can you find any other 
spellings of /ur/? There 

are actually lots of 
different ways to spell 

this sound! 
 

Capital letters 
 

Which of these words 
MUST have a capital 

letter at the beginning? 
 

jam 
fred 
chair 
end 

worcester 
story 

 
 

How did you know? 
 

Word Detective 
 

Find smaller words using 
the letters from this long 

word.  
 

How many can you find? 
 
 

favourite 
 
 
 
 

https://www.stanleyroad.worcs.sch.uk/year-1-reading/
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Part 2: Reading and Writing : Books by Oliver Jeffers  
https://www.oliverjeffers.com/abookaday  This link takes you to Oliver Jeffers blog- he is reading a book at 6pm every day during lockdown. 

Week Six: What is your favourite Oliver Jeffers book? 

    
These are the focus texts we have used in our learning this term. 

This week’s tasks :  
Giving reasons to support your opinion: 
Of the stories we have explored this term, which was your 
favourite? Why? Can you give two reasons? 
 
Use this sentence structure to tell us about your favourite story: 
 
My favourite Oliver Jeffers story is (NAME OF THE BOOK) 
because (REASON ONE) and (REASON TWO). 
 
Sentence checklist 
CAPITAL LETTER to start the sentence and for names and FULL 
STOP at the end.  

 
Questions for Oliver Jeffers:  
 
Do you have any questions you would like to ask Oliver Jeffers?  
 
You might want to know about how he gets the ideas for his 
stories, how he draws the pictures, what is his favourite book etc… 
Email your questions to us and we will send a whole group email 
to Oliver Jeffers’ publisher- fingers crossed he is able to answer 
our questions! 

Persuasive Writing: 
Make a poster or a booklet about your favourite Oliver Jeffers book to help encourage other people to read it.  
You should explain why it is good and give some information about the story. 

https://www.oliverjeffers.com/abookaday
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Part 3: Spellings 

LOOK 
SAY 

COVER 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
WRITE and 

CHECK 
WRITE and 

CHECK 
WRITE and 

CHECK 
WRITE and 

CHECK 
WRITE and 

CHECK 

and      

are      

all      

but      

by      

called      

from      

him      

out      

of      

 


